CRISIS  OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
beginning to cultivate forage-crops and improve the breeds of
cattle.
This impression of progress gave rise to a feeling of optimism,
and justified hopes of more rapid improvement. The generation
which was to carry out the Revolution was full of enthusiasm and
inspired by a simple-minded confidence in the future which led
it to believe that goodwill is all that is required to work a trans-
formation in society.
France was full of small towns in which the whole intellectual
and social life was directed by a bourgeoisie composed mainly of
lawyers, judicial functionaries, advocates, procurators, and
notaries, leading a life of comparative ease, enjoying ample
leisure, and sufficiently enlightened to have some acquaintance
with the ideas of the philosophers. They were often humiliated
by the nobility of the sword and of the robe, who excluded them
from their society, while their interests suffered from the injustice
of the fiscal system, so that they were ready to rise in revolt against
privilege and inequalities before the law. It was this class more
than any other that desired a revolution and was afterwards to
provide its leaders.
jattempts at reform
The desire for reform permeated even the privileged classes.
The Freemasons' lodges, recruited among the nobles, army officers,
and priests in the towns, held secret meetings for inculcating the
natural religion of humanity and the struggle against intolerance.
The necessity for reforms was apparent even to the intendants, the
principal agents of the Government, whose incessant contact with
the people in their gfafodMs obliged them to listen to complaints
and take note of abuses. Many of them felt a genuine interest in
those subject to their administration, and regarded it as a duty
to work for their good. They took measures to combat famine,
epidemics and floods, encouraged charitable enterprises, vaccina-
tion, the foundation of children's homes, hospitals, and workshops
(ateliers de charity for the unemployed, made or repaired roads,
and beautified the towns.
Turgot, the most celebrated of these beneficent intendants, who
afterwards became Controller-General of Finance, brought to the
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